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Cafe 10

13°

13°

Wine and dine in a charming bistro

Blink and you'd miss this place. That would be a shame, since its discreet exterior conceals
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a haven of fresh, seasonal food and an excellent sommelier. A simple but well-considered
menu, including grilled fish, steak and salads, accompanies the huge variety of wines
available by the glass or bottle — all in a snug interior.

+7 (915) 206 9449
facebook.com/Винныйбар-13
13 4th Tverskaya-Yamskaya. Metro Mayakovskaya

Parka

Parka

Craft beer bar with grill and smokehouse

Parka, which must not be confused with its sister Varka, is a new craft bar designed like
a Russian bath house. You can sit on one of the stepped benches or at a table. Apart
from ubiquitous IPAs and APAs, Parka serves pints of Pryanik (gingerbread) stout or a Black
Jack chocolate stout (200-230 rubles). The food is good, too, whether it's a burger with
Sichuan sauce (350 rubles), or shrimp that come from Parka's smokehouse (480 rubles).

+7 (495) 960 8222
facebook.com/parkacraft
22 Pyatnitskaya Ulitsa. Metro Tretyakovskaya

Piterburger

Piterburger

Eat burgers and burn calories, too

When you enter Piterburger, the first thing you see is a huge portrait of Jules Winnfield
from "Pulp Fiction." The burgers are good, with soft freshly baked buns. The "Piterburger"
with cheddar and bacon is 310 rubles, while Italyanets (the Italian) with pesto, mozzarella
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and tomatoes is 300 rubles. You can chase it with draft beer and cider (from 140 rubles) or
burn your freshly accumulated calories by playing ping pong and foosball.

+7 (495) 748 7598
facebook.com/piterburger.msk
3-5/1 Ulitsa Engelsa. Metro Baumanskaya

Cafe 10

Upmarket street food

Cafe 10 takes street food classics from around the world and serves them up in upmarket
surroundings. The menu is well researched, and although the dishes are reworked to reach
restaurant standards, they still uphold their authenticity. The choice of beverages seems
limitless. Indian lassi, Californian smoothies, and teas and coffees of every origin accompany
a full bar of world-famous liquors, wines and beers.

+7 (499) 130 8242
10cafe.ru
10 Bolshaya Sadovaya. Metro Mayakovskaya
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